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About NZWEA 
> Represents around 80 organisations, 

including: 
> All of NZ’s major electricity retailer/generators 
> Transpower and several lines companies 
> Wind turbine manufacturers 
> Range of other interested organisations including 

developers, consultancies, financiers and legal firms. 
> Key roles are policy & regulatory advocacy, 

public awareness and industry development. 
> Focussed on utility scale generation only 



Wind on the wire 
> Another balancing act  

– Government policy and legislation 
> Wind energy and the  

national vs. local debate 
> Possible approaches for policy, local 

authorities and the industry 
> Projects of National Significance 



Electricity 
- a national system 

Source: Transpower 



…with national significance 
> 1.6m residential consumers (33%) 

0.2m commercial consumers (23%) 
0.1m industrial consumers (44%) 

> Growth rate of 1.8% p.a. since 1990 
(1.5% forecast to 2030) 

> Estimated system costs of $5bn p.a. 
(equivalent to over 4% of GDP) 

Sources: MED EDF June ’08, MED Energy Outlook 2009, 
NZWEA estimate based on available data 



Significance is  
acknowledged in case law 

> “Electricity is a vital resource for New  
Zealand. There can be no sustainable 
management of natural and physical 
resources w ithout energy, of which 
electricity is a vital component “ 
 
Genesis Power Ltd. And Anor v Franklin District Council 
(‘Awhitu’), A148/05 at [64] 



Walking the policy tightrope 
> RMA forms one part of the Government’s 

policy and regulatory framework. 
> Energy, climate change and economic 

growth also form important parts of that 
same framework.  

> RMA must therefore be informed by 
broader policy, as well as environmental 
considerations. 



National (and regional, local) benefits 
versus local effects is the crux of the 

wind energy debate 



Wind energy advantages for NZ 
> Increasingly economically viable 
> No greenhouse gas emissions 
> No fuel price or supply risk 
> Electricity price-taker, not price-setter 
> World-leading wind resource 
> Geographic diversity (potential sites nation-wide) 
> Highly scaleable (projects can be 1 to 100+ turbines) 
> Technology is proven, continuously improving and 

available today 
> Hydro base increases flexibility of use 
> Reduces dry year supply risk 
> Existing land use retained 
> Local and regional economic development 



When is a wind farm a wind farm? 
> 1 to 100+ turbines 
> 30 to 100 m high towers 
> 2 or 3 blades 
> Arrangement influenced by wind 

conditions, terrain, turbine size/spacing 



No easy decisions 
> “As w ill be apparent from what we have said, we accept 

that there are concerns about a good number of turbines 
on various adverse effects grounds. In our judgement 
however the benefits to be gained from the project in 
terms of the promotion of sustainable management of 
natural and physical resources in terms of s5, as 
informed by s6 and s7 factors we have reviewed, 
outweigh those concerns in respect of the great majority 
of turbines. In respect of some however, their effects on 
the residents of Makara remained one of our central 
concerns about the project”. 
 

 Meridian Energy and Ors v Wellington City Council & Wellington Regional Council  
(‘West Wind’), W031/07 at [459] 



Policy settings 
> RMA amendments address process 

rather than outcomes. 
> NPSREG will be a useful ballast in the 

weighting process, but is high level 
rather than specific direction. 

> Needs the backstop of guidance and 
standards to achieve the objective 
(as well as some refinement) 

> Landscape policy / guidance? 



At a council level 
> Cannot rely on ‘somewhere else’ to look 

after your energy supply. 
> Know your landscapes and their 

sensitivities / capacities 
> Understand your energy potential 

(resource stock-take)  
> Plan for your energy future  



For the industry 
> Consistency of deed = consistency of 

outcome 
> Establishment of good practice and 

performance benchmarks 
- industry guidelines 
- non-statutory guidance (i.e. QP) 
- standards (i.e. NZS6808) 

> Stakeholder participation 
> Engage, engage, engage (and consult) 



Projects of National Significance 
> Wind energy projects 3 of 5 recent  

‘call ins’ 
> Learning by doing (and possibly learning 

more than we’d hoped we’d have to) 
> Establishment of EPA hopefully a path to 

consistency 
> Perceived uncertainty would see this 

potentially useful tool under-utilised 
> Industry will seek engagement on 

standards, etc. 



In summary 
> No industry likes uncertainty, and 

neither do the communities that they 
operate in. 

> Success requires a suite of measures 
from clear policy direction to detailed 
Standards and guidance. 

> ETS is a marker that significant change 
is upon us. This needs to be embraced 
and not feared. 



We’d like to have this discussion with 
you in more detail… 

29-31 March 2010, Palmerston North 
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